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Chiles -pushes 'Fair Share' plan for students
"

by Biii Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Lawton Chiles may feel he has found
a solution to both political and economic problems.
With the governor's popularity waning almost as rapidly as the state's budgetaryproblems grow, Chiles introduced
a tax plan to the legislature that he has
• labeled as a "Fair Share" plan.
According to a memorandwn released
on May 20, Chiles hoped to have the state
.• , legislature pass his proposal in time to take
"'

effect in July at the start of
the next fiscal year.
"Even if we weren't in
this fiscal crisis, the kinds
of tax reforms we're recommending need to be enacted, because it's the right
thing to do," Chiles wrote
in an addendum to his May
20 press release.
''There is a certain segment of the population that
ha8 not been paying their

CHILES

fair share," said David
Rhey, a spokesman for the
governor. ''We're going to
make the whole tax system
more fair to everyone."
While details are
slrntchy, the "Fair
Share" plan would work
to relieve Florida residents of the majority of
the tax burden by:
II Forcing corporations
and bu:;inesses to pay a

greater percentage of the overall true base.
• Erasing or clarifying "dozens of
inequities and loopholes [that] riddle our
tax system."
• Conducting a November referendum to cut school property taxes on
homesteads valued less than $150,000.
• Rolling back the sales t a x rate to
5 percent.
• Repealing sales tax exemptions on
certain goods and services.
FAIR SHARE continued page 2

University professor
Bauer throws hat in
District 5 GOP race
by Adrienne Hultquist
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.,

BOR welcomes tenth university
by giving it a name: Florida Gulf
by Kelly Hofer
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Board of Regents finally picked a name for
Florida's 10th university-Florida Gulf University.
The university will be built in Ft. Myers.
The board decided the population of Ft. Myers is
growing so quickly that it merits a higher education
institution.
However, according to Patrick Riordan, director
ofpublic information of the State University System,
a new institution cannot be added if the legislature
takes more money away.
Riordan added that no new truces would mean no new
university. He pointed out that the education budget has
been cut by $164 million in the last two years.

The earlie st anticipated year for a groundbreaking
at Florida Gulf is 1997. Riordan said that in its early
years FGU could accommodate a student body of
only a couple of thousand initially and eventually
8,000 to 12,000.
"We need more resources for education, because
we don't have the opportunity we need," said Dan
Holsenbeck, director of governmental relations at
UCF. He said the 10th university won't have a large
budget for another two or three years and shouldn't
have a significant impact on our current budget.
However, the overcrowding at UCF will likely
continue through the next decade, Holsenbeck said.
"We feel within the next 10 years, with the resources, we could grow to UF's size," he said.
"Florida's a big state, and we're growing fast."

CLASSIFIEDS page 6

Chris Bauer, a UCF computer engineering professor, will challenge Republican incumbent Bill Donegan
for the Orange County Commission District 5 seat.
Bauer is running for one of the six part-time positions,
enabling him to continue teaching full-time at UCF.
Bauer, aRepublican,firstgotinvolvedin county government when he was appointed to the planning and zoning
board. He served on that board for eight years and was
elected chairman for the 1988-89 and 1990-91 terms.
Bauer's position on the planning and zoning board
was to advise the growth and management division. He
sought the position as commissioner for District 5
because he wanted to become more involved in the
direct decision-making process ofthe growth and management team and to better serve his community.
District 5 includes Maitland, Winter Park and the
communities ofBithlo and Union Park. Donegan and
Democrat Scott Roberts of Orlando are also running.
If elected, Bauer said he would represent District 5 by
voting in accordance with the district's ideas and overall
consensus. He said his goals for this area would include
promoting economic development, a progressive transportation plan and continued growth management.
Bauer believes his
technicalbackground
would bring expertise
to the commission. He
holds a master's in
computer systems
and a doctorate in
traffic engineering,
both from the University of Florida.
Bauer said he
would like to get
more students and
faculty involved in
the county government processes. He
wants to offer seminars at UCF explainingwhat's going on in
the Central Florida
area and to request
the input of students
and faculty.
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Student Legal Services goes on
despite state budget problems
multiply.
Although budget cutbacks
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
have affected numerous deUCF's Student Legal Ser-· partments at UCF, the SLS
vices has been providing stu- has managed during tight
dents with legal counseling for times.
"I didn't remore than 10
quest a budget inyears, gro~ng as
steadily as the
"Last year we crease this year,"MacKownsaid.
student body has.
saw closer to
The staffattorSLS Director
ney advises qualiand
Founder
BOO cases."
fied students on
Patricia
A.
their legal rights
MacKown said
- Patricia MacKown and in some cases
that the program
SLS DIRECTOR
serves as the stuhas advised some
7,000 students • • • • • • • • • dents' court representation.
and averages
The long-standingpurpose of
about 700 cases per year.
"Last year we saw closer to SLS has been to encourage students to seek the advice of an
800 cases," MacKown said.
She also explained that al- attorney when they foresee lethough the program has not gal difficulties in their future or
seen any substantial budget in the case of signing contracincreases for some time; it has tual agreements.
Those cases that SLS can-·
continued to serve students
well as the enrollme_n t figures not help are referred to other
by Ann Marie Sikes

agencies or private attorneys fines, penthrough a special lawyer refer- alties or
amounts of
ral service.
In addition, for cases are any judgout of the service's-realm, there m e n t s
is the Student Alumni Refer- awarded
ral Service.
against the
This service is composed of student are
former UCF students who are excluded
actively practicing law in the from the
community. These attorneys overall
take student cases at reduced scope of the
rates in order to serve a two- program's
fold purpose: give legal experi- benefits.
ence to newer attorneys and
Those
offer affordable representation cases that
the service
for former UCF students.
The service has always been will
not
free tQ students enrolled in at handle inleast six semester hours or clude acgraduate students enrolled in tions
or
at least four semester hours.
claims against UCF, the
The legal advise and con- Florida Board of Regents or its
sultation visits to the agencies of municipal bodies,
attorney's office are free. How- clients' income-production acever, costs such as court fees, tivities, student-versus-stufees incidental to litigation, dent cases and matters involv-

•

•
ing university discipline.
•
The SLS program, funded
by the student activity and service fees, has three offices, one .,
on the main campus, one in
Brevard and one in Daytona.

Arbour Village Apartn1ents
Arbour Village.~.Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.
• 2 laundry facilities
.2 swimming pools
.Professional management
•Exercise Room

• oversized walk-in closets
.Small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

•1

•

•

• FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE ··~
The Central Florida Future, the
student newspaper for UCF, is
seeking students interested in
earning money while gaining
practical experience in the area
of advertising sales.

11600 MacKay Boulevard · · Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

•

We're looking for students
majoring in:
Marketing and Advertising Finance - Management Marketing - sales related
courses of study.
Benefits include:
• Generous commissions
• Flexible work schedule
• Potential to advance to position
of Advertising Manager in fall.

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

Please cont act Sharon Thomas
at (407) 823-2601 or stop by the
Future Business Office on
Libr a Drive.

Belz Factory
· Outlet World

OUTLET

Mall 2
363-4670

10% student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

Let us handle your personal hair care needs.

COST CUTTERS®
)

(FAMILY HAIR CARE )

io % STUDENT DISCOUNT
Off our regular low prices for salon
quality haircuts, services and products

LAST DAY TO REGISTER!
Primary Election - August 3rd
General Election - October 5th

679-6766
Open Daily

SUNCREST CENTER
University Blvd.
&

DeanRD.

...
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WUCF names new student as progamming manager
by David G. Barnett

..

•

•
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The campus radio station, 89.9
WUCF-FM, has big plans for the
upcoming fall semester and leadingitis the new student programming manager, Bill Fries.
Fries, a 21-year-old marketing major, is setting many goals
for the station.
"Mymaingoalis promotions,"
Fries said. "I want each and
every student on this campus,
by the end of fall semester, to
know who we are and what
we're about. I want people to
realize that the station has
. student-produced programming and not programming
specifically for students."
Fries has assembled a promotions staffconsisting ofthree
students. Some of the proposed
ideas include permanent billboards at the entrances to the
campus, bumper stickers, Tshirts, a new logo and off-campus promotions.
In addition, the station recently received a new portable
sound system enabling disc
jockeys to have giveaways on
the green. Fries plans to do
this every two weeks.
"We'd also like to work with
CAB to co-sponsor concerts and

other shows on the green," he
added.
Fries is in charge of the alternative music programming at
WUCF. He is striving for more
ofa professional sound and quality from the station.
Recently there was a large
turnout for summer DJ auditions. Fries expects an even
larger turnout in the fall.
"It's good because it gives us
a higher level of people to
choose from," he said. The auditions are open for students
from all colleges in the area.
As for the music, the alternative programming will not be
getting more hours.
Still, Fries said, listeners will
hear a change.
''There is going to be more
emphasis on new music," Fries
said. ''We want to try and play
more cutting-edge stuff. I also
want the DJs to mix it up more."
A new show has been created
for older music. ''Instant Replay"
airs on Friday nights from 10-12,
playingprimarily musicfrom the
late '70s to the present
"It's notjust alternative," Fries
said "We play disco and old songs
youjusthaven'theardin a while."
There are some new features
for the audience as well. Listeners can find out about con-

..

Jeff Ross, alternative music director, keeps his hands
full in the station's studio. (Audrea HuwFuruREJ

WUCF-FM's new student programming manager Bill Fries said he is striving for more
of a professional sound and quality from the station. <Audrea HuwFuTUREJ
certs everyday at5:30p.m. and
12:30 a.m., updated weekly.
Alternative listeners should
also enjoy the new "B-side Alternative Mix Show" from 10midnight on Saturday nights.
Fries has also taken steps to
help stop a problem that has
plagued WUCF and its
Knightrock programming for
some time.
_"I've added combination locks
to the music library door to try
and st.op the stealing," he said.
"Only the DJs have the combi-_
nation. We're also not allowing
guests in the station at night."
Fries said he is aware that
there will always be shrinkage, but these measures should
lower the amount of missing
inventory.
Fries gained much of his experience in radio fro:m working at COOL 105.9. He began
there as an intern, moving his
way up to morning show producer and on-air personality.
"I've gotten to see how a real
radio station runs," Fries said.
"It's given me lots of good

Crime not on a holiday ~~ ~=
Students appear to be an had called 911 about unknown
endangered species now dur- person(s)possiblybeinginside
ing the summer session, but the building.
crime is a familiar beast that
The house mother, Mrs.
still hangs around.
Miller, said that she thought
On June 2 two computers, she heard noises outside her
theirmonit.ors and some
room door and that
video cards, totaling 11!!!!!!!'~~!!'!1111!11111111. . someone may have
about $7,000, were sto- -~~~iliiil been trying to open it.
len from Room 386 ofthe
University poEngineering Building.
lice found an outside
The police report in- ~~~.......,..-.. door leading to the
dicates no sign of forced liiiiiliiiiii._iilliii...... kitchen unlocked.
entry and that the doors
- Miller said she will
were found unlocked after the keep the alarm system armed
iricident. No classes had been at all times.
held in the room from 4 to 7 p.m.
•Two dozen white and black
on that day.
T-shirts, valued at $100, were
University police urge engi- stolen from the Wayne Densch
neering faculty and others in Sports Center.
the immediate area tQ be alert
Edwin Selbert told police
for any suspicious people in the June 16 that he had last seen
building who are transporting the T-shirts June 12 at about 9
computer equipment.
a.m.
In other police news:
Heisuncertainwhomayhave
•On June 3, the UCF police st.olen the shirts, but said that
department received word he may prosecute if the guilt)
from the Orange County party is found.
Sheriff's Department that
KappaDeltaPi'shousemother -Compiled by Ann Marie Sikes

"All it boils down to is making
the tax system more fair," said
Rhey, who noted the governor's
opinion that lower and middle
income residents of the state
"have been picking up the tab
fortoolong. Thebottomlineist.o
makeFlorida'staxsystemmore
equitable for everyone."
One of the methods that the
plan would use t.o broaden the
state's tax base is t.o roll back the
salestaxonallbut''tourist-related
purehases," although the memo
gave no details.
''That's spelled out in the
· plan," saidRhey, who added that
thiscategoryincludesitemssuch
as entrance fees to amusement
parks and rental cars.
In order to compensate·for
the tax percentage cut, the plan
would repeal sales tax exemption on about 100 goods and
services, excluding-such items
as utilities, food and medicine.
"By changing this, you'd be
lesseningthe burden that's paid
by individuals," Rhey said.

ideas for WUCF."
lems with Gomoletz t.o the selecMany of those associated tion process of the managers.
''Thecommunicationsdepartwith WUCF have high praise
for Fries. Mike Donaldson, ment should be responsible for
former Knightrock musfo direc- filling the management positor, said, "Bill's a great guy. I tions at WUCF," he said. "This
can't think of a better person to is how it is at most college radio
run WUCFrightnow."
stationswithtiestothecommu"IthinkBillisthebestthing nications department. This
to happen to WUCF," said Pat hasn't been the case in the past
Dougher, a former Knightrock and that's why there have been
music director and the DJ who problems. Often someone not
started Midnight Metal.
qualifiedorwithoutcareeraspiJay Chapman, DJ and local rations gets a position."
music director,
Dou gh e r
added, "Bill has
"/can"' fh'int_, ofa agreed with
some great ideas."
L
"'"
Donaldson and
Furthermore,
better person to added, "I have no
Chapman noted
IA//
animositytoward
that Fries seems to
run v vuv, · · ·
the station, but it
be"muchmoreflexwill never see its
• Mike Donaldson full potential.
ible" than the previous student proFORMER DIRECTOR
This is due to the
gramming manarchaic thinking
ager,
David
ofthoseinhigher
Gomoletz.
positions."
Gomoletz took an active role
They agree that Fries is the
in the Knightrock program- man for the job and can lead
ming, unlike other managers WUCFs 'alternative programbefore him.
ming in a professional and posiDonaldsonattributestheprob- tive direction.

'"F ,,

According to sources at the
governor's office, theplan would
cut taxes paid at the point-ofpurchase and, at the same time,
increase incoming tax revenues.
"There would be anetgain of
$1.3 billion," Rhey noted.
Ironically, a report released
this week in the Tallahassee
Democrat reported that Florida
will lose almost thatamount$1.2 billion - from corporate
delinquency in paying taxes
owed. In fact, Florida has long
been known as a state that is lax
in pursuit of corporate and business taxes owed to it.
Rhey, however, noted that
collection of corporate backtaxes would require a substantial restructuring of the state's
legislative powers.
He noted that the "Fair
Share" plan
ignores special interest
groups that .
have lobbied
to have their
particular
products exempted.

The governor's memo, addressed to college and university student$ throughout the
state education system, appealed to that group of constituents to endorse the plan "not as
Democrats or Republicans; not
as people frolll big cities or small ·
towns; not_as liberals, moderates or conservatives - but as
Floridians."
"Together we can make sure
everyone pays a fair share,"
Chiles concluded, "and that the
doors to a quality higher education [are] available to all who
want to enter."
''This [the "Fair Share" plan]
is goingtohelp education," Rhey
affirmed. "Education is one of
the largest benefactors of the
'Fair Share' plan and certainly
stands to gain a lot from it."

Correction

~~~~
The Central Florida Future
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Fair Share: A tax
plan that could
mask a political ploy
o, the governor has a new tax plan, one he
calls the ''Fair Share" plan. He evidently
,came up with thisideaafterfiguringoutthat
lower and middle income residents of Florida
''have been picking up the tab for too long."
Nothing gets by old Walkin' Lawton, now,
does it? A major goal of the plan is to eliminate
the loopholes in the state's tax laws, forcing
corporations to pay their fair share.
In theory, the ''Fair Share" plan will provide
a net budgetary gain ofmore than $1 billion per
year, with education supposedly in line to get a
lion's share of the windfall.
It sounds great, almo~t too good to be true.
We'd love to throw our support behind it, but
we believe there are simply too many unanswered questions at this time.
For example, the plan calls for the elimination
of the sales tax exemption on 100 goods and
services. Just what, specifically, does that mean?
Fornow, anyway, no one but the legislature seems
to know.
The plan smells an awful lot like former Gov.
Martinez's services tax, a foul smell indeed.
Hopefully, this will not be the case. If it is, we
can only surmise that Chiles has a political
death-wish-either that or perhaps his Prozac
dosage needs to be adjusted.
Other items in the plan we question are
rolling the sales tax back to 5 percent and
cutting school property taxes on homesteads
valued at less than $150,000 (most of the
homes in the state).
The idea should be to fund education on all
levels properly, not by using some new "robbing Peter to pay Paul" formula.
We believe that most Floridians would not
object to continuing to pay the sales tax as it
is if the revenue was channeled directly to
education. We can think of200 laid-offteachers in Orange County who would gladly keep
paying the 6 percent sales tax if it meant
getting their jobs back.
The governor knows that he has to have
some way of selling this idea to the voters. How
else can he expect to get re-elected? With this
plan he can tout himself as the savior of the
common man by forcing tourists and big business to pay up.
'
We are not opposed to making the taX system
more equitable. What we worry about is the
fact that we have not been provided with the
details of a plan the governor wants us to
endorse (his memo was addressed to college
and university students), and additionally, he
seems willing to sacrifice the overall effectiveness of the plan for political purposes.
Gov. Chiles, we are ready to join your team,
but you have to tell us what the rules are and
then promise that you aren't going to sell us out
just for another term in office.
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The concrete brlgade invades UCF
Bill Cushing

Although students have not yet worn the grass along
that route down just yet, it is almost a certainty that
WHAT'S NEXT
. they will eventually.
Now these other footwom pathways have beeri covnyone traveling across campus at anytime over the ered up, leaving concrete patterns that must look like
past several weeks has invariably noticed the form- so many alien spacecraft landing pads from above.
ing and laying-down ofcement sidewalks atvarious
Eric von Daniken would have had a field day at
locations, particularly in the regions ofthe dormitories and this campus.
along the west side of the reflecting pond from the library
. Speaking of crackpot theorists, we could call in
down to an area in between Howard Phillips Hall and the Oliver Stone to determine what the root cause of this
Education Building.
state of existence might be.
Many of the newly-laid walkways are brand new in
He would probably conclude that this is the action of
and·of themselves.
the combined efforts of the FBI, the Mafia, the CIA,
One presumes that these new paths are an out- Lyndon Johnson, the KGB, your mother and all the
growth of repairs that were being done on existing ones rollerblading students at UCF.
Jt is as if the university administration is telling
in the same general area. The added latticework of
cement has been strategically laid down across footworn us, "By God, you're going to stay on the sidewalks if
paths of dirt made by students who, rather than walk- we have to cement every worn patch of grass that
ing around certain sections oflawn and grass, chose to exists on campus."
simply cut across.
It seems really strange how a school with adminObviously these people have taken to.o much to heart istrators who are so enamored with touting themthat old geometric adage: The shortest distance be- selves as environmentally-minded are so quick to
cover over .everything that isn't already cemented or
tween two points is a straight line.
And UCF administrators, instantaneously leery of plugged with sod.
Perhaps the real answer to the problem would be to
anything so disorderly and - well, earthy as dirt, have
moved quickly in order to cover up the offending soil. simply lay a covering of concrete over the entire campus.
Then the school could sell off all those lawnmowing
We saw something along these lines last spring
when a dirt walkway leading into the southeastern machines and lay off the physical plant workers who
operate them -right after they uproot all those bloody
entrance of CEBA was cemented over.
Part of the new move has taken care of the path that sprinklers that are programmed to attack students
walking or biking around the campus in the evening.
cut around the southeastern comer of Brevard Hall.
By the way, guys, you missed a spot over by the
The only surprise was that the university didn't
and the SOL (one ofmy most favorite named
mailboxes
have the contractors continue from that point on up to
places on campus).
the mailboxes and postal machines.
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Sheriffs cash seizures raise serious questio s
Francis J. Allman
THINK ABOUT IT

I

've always made it a point not to discuss my former
occupation in this colwnn although it is no secret to
thosewhoknowme-Iwasapoliooofficerforllyears.
The decision not to mention my law enforcement
background did not come about because I am ashamed
of what I used to do; in fact, nothing could be further
from the truth. But there are times when even I cringe
at the stunts pulled by my former brothers in blue (or
green, as the case may be).
I am referring to the recent behavior ofVolusia County
SheriffBob Vogel and his drug squad, both of whom have
been in the paper quite a bit recently due to their cash
seizures on I-95. I happen to know Bob Vogel personally,
having attended a two-week training seminar with him
some years ago when he was still a Florida Highway
Patrolman.and I was a Daytona Beach Police Officer.
I can tell you that Bob Vogel is a nice man; he is also
a smart man.
Vogel is smart for two reasons: he knows that in this
state you can do almost anything in the name of the

"war on drugs" with complete impunity, and he knows
that in this state most of the people who vote are
elderly. These are the people who are scared to death of
the evils of drugs, a fear that is - in many cases completely justified.
Vogel has come up with a formula that assures
himself perpetual electability and easy money: he is
stopping hundreds of cars on I-95 and seizing millions
of dollars, all in the name of the "war on drugs." As a
result, the old people will go to the polls and vote for him
again and again, singing his praises bechuse he is
protecting them from the drug dealers.
The problem is that Vogel is abusing his authority.
I realize that I-95 is a major drug corridor, and I
support Vogel's efforts in fighting drugs; but when the
civil liberties of people are being trampled upon to the
extent that they are in these cases, there has to be~ stop
put to it. Law enforcement agencies are in place to
protect citizens from highway robbery, not to be the
perpetrators of it.
If what Vogel is doing is completely justified, then
why not have a judge review all cash seizures? Ifmoney
i!f truly being seized from only drug dealers, why in
God's name is the sheriffs department giving some of
it back to them just to stay out of court?

This business of seizing money simply becat..se a dog
smells cocaine on it is ludicrous. Most of the money in
circulation today has some cocaine residue on it.
As far as the drivers being "unduly nervous" upon
being stopped by deputies, let me tell you that even
after more than a decade of wearing a badge, when I
was pulled over recently for a traffic violation on a
deserted highway, I was quite nervous. I am no 4 saying
that deputies should disregard what their cummon
sense and experience tells them, but they eed to
remember that being stopped by a police officer even if
one has done nothing wrong, can be frightening.
Should Vogel's drug squad continue to be out there
stopping suspected drug couriers? Definitely.
Shouldthesheriffalonecontinuetoactasjudgeandjmy
in determining whether money was seized legitimately?
Definitely not.
Anytime an organization is placed in the position of
regulating itself, the opportunity for abuse of power is
present. Vogel's seizures should be examined by the
courts to eliminate any hint of impropriety. ·
SheriffVogel needs to remember that the authority
police officers have comes from the people they serve
and constitutes a public trust. When the trust is gone,
the authority goes with it..

Advice to class of 92: Burn that yearbook now!
•Y

itself into a humiliating picture of a total goober.
This is true of everybody.
If, in early 1991, the U.S. government had quietly
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
contacted Saddam Hussein and threatened to publish his yearbook photo in The New York Times, he
s I look out over your shining faces, I am rewould have dropped Kuwait like a 250-pound maggot.
minded of the Bartlett's familiar quotation by
Yes, young people, old yearbook photos can be a
the great Greek philosopher Socrates, who said,
powerful force for good.
"Eventually your skin will clear up and your faces won't
Yet the horrifying truth is that sometimes newspashine so much."
pers publish the yearbook photos of TOTALLY INNOAs is so often the case with great philosophers, he
CENT PEOPLE.
was lying.
Yes! In America!
Your skin is a lifelong enemy, young people. It has
I know what I'm talking about, young people,
millions ofhardy zit cells that will continue to function
because it happened to me. The March 1992 issue of
perfectly, long after the rest ofyour organs have become
Panther Tracks, the newspaper of my alma mater,
aged and decrepit.
Pleasantville (N.Y.) High School, has an article about
me, and although I definitely remember looking
Remember Ronald Reagan? No? Well, he used to be
the President, off and on, and in 1985, after undergoing
normal in high school, there's a photograph of this
a medical procedure on his nose, he met with the press
solemn little Junior Certified Public Accountant
and made the following two statements, which I swear
wearing glasses styled by Mister Bob's House of
to you young people that I am not making up:
Soviet Eyewear.
1. "I tis true I had-well, I guess for want of a better your Permanent Record, determine EXACTLY WHO
People I hadn't heard from in years mailed me this
word- a pimple on my nose."
WAS CHEWING EVERY SINGLE WAD.
picture, along with heartwarming and thoughtful notes.
2. "I violated all the rules. I picked at it and I squoze
This means that some day in the future-perhaps
''Dave!" they'd say. ''I forgot what a DWEEB you were!"
it and so forth and messed myself up a little."
at your wedding - burly officers of the Gum Police
Or: ''Who styled your hair? Bigfoot?"
And President Reagan was no spring chicken at the will come barging in and arrest you and take you off
This is unfair, Class of'92.
time. I believe that, at one point in his acting career, he to harsh prisons where you will be forced to eat food
Let me assure you that I was very "hip" in high
prepared by THE SAME PEOPLE WHO RAN YOUR school. I distinctly remember an incident in 1964,
actually was in a movie with Socrates.
The point I am making, young people, is that your HIGH-SCHOOL CAFETERIA
when Lanny Watts and I got a stern lecture from the
skin will NEVER "clear up." People have been known
Yes, young people, modem technology promises an assistant principal, Mr. Sabella, because we showed
to break out with embarrassing blemishes at their exciting future.
up at a school dance with our sport-jacket collars
own funerals.
But you must also learn from the wisdom of your turned under, so the jackets looked like they didn't
But postmortem acne is not what you young people elders, and if there is one piece of advice that I would HAVE collars, because this was the style worn by the
should be thinking about today as you prepare to go out offer you, it is this: Burn your yearbook right now. Dave Clark Five.
into the world, leaving behind the hallowed halls of Because otherwise, years from now, feeling nostalgic,
Remember the Dave Clark Five, young people?
your school, but not before sticking wads of gum on you'll open it up to your photo, and this alien GEEK will No? Sure you do! You must!
virtually every hallowed surface. Perhaps you think be staring out at you, and your children will beg you to
They had that big hit with the drum part that went:
you have gotten away with this.
tell them that they're adopted.
WHOMPAWHOMPAWHOMPA
You may be interested to learn that, thanks to a
It is a known science fact that, no matter how good
Wasn't that a great song, youngpeople? Hey, are you
Used Gum Tracing procedttre developed by the FBI, your yearbook photo looks now, after 15 years of being LAUGHING at me? STOP LAUGHING AT ME, YOU
school authorities can now analyze the DNA in the pressed up against somebody else's face in the dark and LITTLE ZIT FACES!
dried spit molecules and, by cross-referencing with mysterious yearbook environment, it will transmutate
Thank you.

Dave Barry

A
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CLUB INFO
ATTENTION
GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS!
Be recognized on campus with a Golden Key Knight T-Shirt, Only $8! Are you
graduating? Be recognized at
Graduation with a blue and white
Honor cord. Cost $7. For info Call Den- nis 381-5750 or nna 695-3736.

ROOMMATES
M/F needed to share 3BR 2BA w/pool
$300 + 1/3 ph, Ut, Ca. Have washer/
Dryer need some furn. 10 min. from
UCF Alafaya Wds. We're cool you
should be too. Call 366-4721 Arthur or
Mark
F Roommate needed to share 2BR 21/
2 Bth Townhouse.
Must be
responsible, neat, quiet, non-smoker.
No pets $215/mo. Call 282-9216.
Available 6/30.
M/F Roommate Needed to share 2BR
2BTH townhouse Close to UCF. Only
$217/month+ 1/2 utilities. Available now.
Must be responsible Call after 5pm
658-1881
Christian female roommate for house
near campus. $225 & 1/3 utilities.
Call 365-2940. Available July 1st.
M/F Roommate needed to share 3Bd
2Ba house. Pool, garage, minutes from
UCF. $225/mo + 1/3 utilities. 282-6428
Room avail thru August in 3Bdrm 2-1 I
28th townhouse-2 mi. from UCF. Nonsmokers only. $235/mo + 1/3 utils. 2828291 after ?pm or leave message.
M/F roommate needed ASAP. 2 miles
UCF W/D 2bdrm/2bath Own room $230
per month+ $100 dep + 1/2 util. Aimee
671-6723 Leave a message!

June 24. 1992

Gay male seeks same or liberal minded person to find &/or share an apartment near UCF. Write PO Box 40221
St. Petersburg, FL ~743-0221

FOR RENT: Immediate occupancy
2Bdm 1 8th Duplex Quiet Area Close
to UCF Furnished: $550, Un: $495 Call
422-5969

Roo'mmates Wanted M/F 3Bdrm House
in Alafaya Woods 8 min from UCF Call
366-0604

FOR SALE

Roommate Wanted-Non-Smoker to
share 3/2.5 House near UCF/Martin,
$250/month plus ·1/3 utilities, Phone
381-9495

Moving to Gainesville? 3BR 2BA Condo 2 mi. from Campus. I 95 1 mile
Assume $48,000 10% MTG $56,900,
Call 380-3564

Responsible Female wanted to share
nice 2Br/2Bath Condo close to UCF/
Hunters Reserve) with owner. Has Pool,
Clubhouse, in Condo Washer/ Dryer.
$325/mo + $250 Deposit + 1/2 Ph Util
etc. Six month lease Minimum
Call 407-656-9221or407-365-8967

IBM PC Compatible@Wholesale Prices w/ Manufacturer's Warranties Special for the Month: 386-40 $1389
678-3009

On-Campus Job This Fall
Apply Now CLASSIFIED MANAGER
of The Central Florida Future!Schedule
your own hours & gain experience
while getting paid. Organizational and
people skills a plus. Experience with
Macintosh Microsoft & PageMaker
preferred, but will train.Fill out an
application at the CFF Business Office
or Call Cathy Comia@ 823-2601 .
Established Service Oriented Corp.
Seeks Inside Sales Office Individuals.
Unlimited$ for right person. Must have
hungry positive attitude. Convenient to
UCF Good office atmosphere Debbie
359-9501

FOR RENT

Computer - AT286-10, 20M HD, 1.2 &
720 drives, high res. mono., software,
$450 firm, 382-5210

FREE APARTMENT LOCATOR
SERVICE
RATES• AVAILABILITY• SPECIALS
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

HELP WANTED

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Across from UCF. 2BD/2BTH/Avail.
August. Washer/Dryer/Ceiling Fans No
Pets 332-7679 Eves/647-6454 Day
2BR 2BA Townhouse for Rent Walking
Distance to Campus. Available now
$450, David 249-2865
large 212 w/ Private Balcony or Patio
Large Kitchen, Walking Distance to
UCF.
Please ask about our ·
Move-in-Special 282-5657.
Fox Hunt 2BD/2BA w/ Washer & Dryer
Available 1 July Call 657-7598

Families Needed to Host International
Students. Pays up to $340 Monthly Call
ASPECT 823-4678

SERVICES

RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715
TELEMARKETERS
- BENEFIT TICKET SALES
START TODAY
$6.25 HA, GUARANTEED 40 HRS.
$7.25/HR AFTER 30 DAYS.
MEDICAL BENEFITS+ EXCELLENT
BONUS INCENTIVES
Year round, full & part time positions
avail. 1:30 to 9pm, Monday-Friday;
Sun, 5-8pm. Stop hearing about what
you could make &get it guaranteed.
Call 657-0048 Univ Blvd I 436 Area.
YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID! .

ATIENTION: Excellent income for
home assembly work. INFO. 504-6461700. DEPT. P307

CASH FOR NICE
CLEAN FURNITURE
TOP PRICES PAID
ALSO AVAILABLE GOOD FURNITURE AT LOW RATES. WE OFFER
SMALL MOVING AND DELIVERY
SERVICES CALL 359-8888
Student Financial Assistance
Results Guaranteed!
Call 1-904-276-4118
SCHOLARSHIPS, FINANCIAL AID,
STUDENT LOANS GUARANTEED!
Professional Resumes Also Available.
CARPET CLEANING
Quality work at reasonable rates. Call
Frank at 679-0818
SCHOLARSHIPS UNLIMITED,
4524 Curry Ford Rd. Ste. 296,
Orlando, FL 32812 • (407)382-0789

F9r All Your
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF THE FOLLOWING EX'IRAS:
•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
•WALK TO SHOP~. BANKS,
AND MOVIES

• 1HE ULTIMATE IN

CONVENIENCE
•ONCOUNTYBUSROUTE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEX"i TO PIZZA HUT ON ALAFAYA)

•
•
•
•

·273.4097

J>BVANEY'S
Eatery & Sports Pub
7660 University Blvd
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600

Complete Eye Exams
Contact Lenses
Prescription Glasses
Sunglasses

f-FROM YOUR-FAMOuS:-FRIBNDLY:-1
I
LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
HEWLETI-PACKARD DEALER:
I
'HP 95LX Palmtop PC HP48SX
- WE STOCK
SC!OOIFIC
ALL4SSX
with Lotus® 1-2-3\!Y
BOOKS &
EXPANDABLE

ROCKTAIL

CALCULATOR

JULY

PC power in

Discounted Beer
Free American Flags
Free Giveaways

PLUS ALL OTHER HP
BUS!f\IESS &SClEITTIFIC
CALCULATORS,
SUPPLIES & SOFWARE.

I
I
I
I
I
I

rhb'

HEWLETT
PACKARO

INTERNATIONAL
~ · Calculator & Computer 'iil'b~
~

2916 Corrinc .DriYe
Orlando~ FL 32803

Term Papers & Resumes Typed at
Good Rates. Gen 9AM-9PM M-F
281-1574
Fast and Economical. As low as $1.50/
p. Professional Resumes 678-8887
THE WORD --Cc- Processors
There for all your typing needs
Fran-366-0454 or Sherrie-384-6071

TUTORS
TUTOR-Alg., Trig., Cale I & 11
Call Mike at 859-2972
Computer Help: Learn Computer Basics
DOS,
Word
Processing,
Applications, Viruses + Get Software
Free! 381-2730

PERSONALS
Amie -Tomorrow-Same Place -Same
Time - I'll Be Waiting - Dolly
Pause? Wah! U & Me Together for
"Millions of Years". U Had Your Chance

r--------,

TheCentralFloridaFuture,:
the student newspaper I
for UCF, is currentlyl
seeking students inter-1
ested in earning money I
while gaining practical I
experience in the area I
of advertising sales. I

9'?>~

I

!

l,,

L----------------~--~

'·

4

,,

I
I

Benefits include:
I Generous commis-1
: sions -Flexible work I
schedule - Potential I
: to advance to position:

I ?fAdvertising Manager I

Im fall.

cakulu~

li.,'.r.,a

Fast* Professional*Accurate

!

_l:

ACCESORIES _

!nte~rated

'-

3

,.

• Over 21 Oll
built-in
h.i!'\ctions
•HP Equation\\':-iter
.:i -r>plicat1on
• Gravhics

th!' p(llm of your Ii and

Happy Hour
3-8 pm

I
I

------.•

'

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

S'

2911 Red Bug Road• Casselberry• (407) 695-2020
Major Credit Cards Accepted

tf{f)/fil@!li

WORDMASTERS 2n·9600

~

200Jo OFF EYEWEAR FOR
- ALL UCF STUDENTS

- 'SI

WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

I
I
I Looking for I
I
Students I
I
I
I majoring in: I
I
I ..
I Marketing and Advertising I
I - Finance - Management - I
I Marketing - sales related I
I courses of study for paid I
I work and experience in ad-1
I vertising sales with oppor- 1
tunities for advancement. I

Eye Care Needs. • •

1 MONTH FREE

TYPISTS

KCO INC Typing/WP/DP/$1.50-$2.00
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735

WANTED

Golden Retriever Pups, AKC, 8 Wks,
Pedigrees available, paper trained,
males & females, $250-275 677-5840

6

·

s

I

..
I
II These poSitions
are open to any I
I UCF student with an int.erest I
I in advertising account sales as I
I well as building a strong resume.
I
I Please contact Sharon Tho- I
I mas at (407) 823-2601 or st.op I
I by the CFF Business Office on I
I ,Libra Drive.
I
I
I

L--------.1
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Cure gives a lifeless

but polished show

•

by J.C. Smith
COPY EDITOR

•

•

..

Framed by haloes of light, Robert mith presented a less-than-holy
visage to crowds at the Orlando Arena. (Michael 0eHoog1FuruRE)

•

Spinal Tap tries to recover from past concert woes·
by Nate Rosenbluth
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In an effort to break up the
monotonous and sedentary
lifestyles of many Central Floridians, Britain's loudest band,
the legendary Spinal Tap, consented to grace the stage of the
Bob Carr Auditorium while on
a nationwide tour to support
its newest album, Break Like
the Wind.

'

Black clothes, teased hair and bright
red lipstick were the norm as Cure
junkies and Robert Smith wanna-bes
turned out June 2 at Orlando Arena to
hear the band on its Wish tour.
Wish is the 15th album from the
Cure, a band which formed in 1976
based out of Sussex, England.
Although local radio stations played
the album's first single, "High," into
the ground, the band's work has seen
little Central Florida airplay except
when Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me was
released a few years back.
Since then, the Cure has emerged
from its status as an underground cult
band to become a genuine pop group
during a time when alternative music
gains wider acceptance.
Popular and alternative influences·
collide at the hands-of the Cure. Although the music appeals to a mass
audience, Smith and the band members still manage to maintain the dark,
surrealistic image they've cultivated
over the years.
The Cure brought that image to Orlando: Smith wore his traditional black
garb and enough makeup to impress a
Mary Kay sales representative.
However, Smith lacked the intensity 'a nd charisma that normally come
with a live performance.
During the sh ow, Smith stayed glued
to one spot on the stage for the most
part; maybe it's part of the image or
just the fact that he's hitting ·those

years of middle age but lackluster
seemed to be the word of the day in
describing his performance.
Technically, the music sounded
great .
Cure classics such as "Let's Go to
Bed," "The Walk," "Just Like Heaven"
and "Inbetween Days" combined with
the music from Wish in a combination
that was great to hear.
But that was the problem; anyone
could listen to a CD and get exactly the
same effect.
The stage, however, did cont ain a
few interesting features.
Huge spiral columns dangled around
the band and columns of colored light
danced across the stage.
However, in comparison to U2's innovative set used during its recent
Achtung, Baby tour of this past March,
the Cure's props seemed mundane.
Then there were the Cranes.
The Cranes, a band nobody seemed
to hear of before the concert, opened
the show and served as a welcome surprise.
Although the Cranes only played for
about 25 minutes, the four-member
band energized the crowd, dutifully
setting the stage for the Cure with its
trademark dark, moody music and a
style that is so German expressionistic
that it threatens to border on a category that might be labelled as "concert noir."
·
Look for music from the Crane's next
time you visit the record store, but next
time the Cure comes to town, stay home
and listen to your CDs.

At about 8:30 p.m. on June
13, the band was ushered on
stage by none other then the
voice of Bart Simpson.
The set opened with David
St. Hubbins (guitar and vocals),
Derek Smalls (bass and vocals)
and Nigel Tufnel (guitar and
vocals) performing'Tonight rm
gonna rock you tonight" while
all the band members were lowered to the stage on sets of
stage cables.
In truth, however, only David
actually made it to the stage.
Derek played his part while
suspended three feet from the
floor, while Nigel ended up
swinging all around the stage.
With characteristic grim resolve, the members of Spinal
Tap seemed determined to try
to live down their disasterriddled 1984 Smell the Glove
tour, and although reasonably
well rehearsed this time out,
they still had a few bugs to
work out.

At the end of ''The Majesty
of Rock," for example, St.
Hubbins inadvertently backed
into an inflatable column,
which then fell on him.
However, he was soon able
to regain his composure, found
his mic and recovered with a
resounding: "Hello, Atlanta!"
Armed with the additional
musical talents of (the hopefully non-exploding) drummer,
Ric
Shrimpton,
and
keyboardist, "Caucasian Jeff"
Vanston, Spinal Tap pounded
through a vast number of its
classics.
The audience cheered to
such favorites as "Sex Farm,"
"Hell Hole", "Gimme Some
Money" - a kind of throwback
to the members' days in the
non-materialistic '60s, "Heavy
Duty" and even "Big Bottom,"
during which they were joined
on stage by guitarist Steve
Morse of Dixie Dregs fame.
Fans reacted very favorably
to all of the new material that
chose to rear its ugly head, too.
"Break Like the Wind" thundered through the endless
stacks of Marshall amps (also
with the help of Steve Morse),
only to be greeted with equally
thunderous enthusiasm from
the crowd.
The band also thrilled the
crowd with other selections like
"TheSunNeverSweats,""Cash
on Delivery," "Bitch School,"

"Christmas with the Devil,"
"Rainy Day Sun" and an acous~ic rendition of the very first
song David and Nigel wrote
together, "All the Way Home." .
All the while, the band members busied themselves throwing picks and foil-wrapped cucumbers into the audience.
If you remember Martin
DiBergie's 1984 comic documentary "This is Spinal Tap,"
the band ran into a bit of a
. problem while performing the
song "Stonehenge."
This time out, the Stonehenge
monument that was lowered on
to the stage during Nigel's mandolin solo turned out to be only
18 inches high and was constantly being stepped on by the
dwarf that was supposed to be
dancing under it.
Tap put a lot ofwork into not
making the same mistake
twice. Not only was the new
monument a good deal bigger
then 18 inches, it couldn't actually fit on the stage.
Roadies were able to lower
it about three feet before it
managed to get stuck in its
own rigging.
Other highlights included an
accompanying video presentation for the song "America,"
includingfootage oflandmarks
from San Francisco and New
York as well as shots of Big
Ben and the Kremlin.
Nigel also impressed the au-

Left to right: Derek Smalls, David St. Hubbins, and Nigel
Tufnel of Spinal Tap. (Courtesy/PETER DARLEY MILLER)
The show concluded with St.
dience with his highly artistic
guitar solo, which mainly con- Hubbin·s telling the fans to let
sisted ofhim playing his guitar their imaginations fly free like
with his foot while juggling ten- the doves - signifying the
nis balls and then throwing roadie's cue to release a-large
number of white doves, all of
horseshoes at \t.
All this was happening while which immediately fell-dead
David was shown on video sit- - on the stage.
ting backstage for a facial and
All in all, I suppose the only
pedicure, and Derek went to a way to describe the night's
events is truly "awe inspiring."
restaurant for a quick drink.
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Florida routs Georgia in annual an-star game

___;

Defensive game marred
by fourth quarter fight

Three Florida all-stars
will be future Knights

by Jenny Duncanson

by Jenny Ducanson

STAFF REPORTER

?TAFF REPORTER

High School is out and most graduates are busy enjoying their last summer
before college.
Some football players, however, are
tfil\ing their final moments of glory and
capping offtheir high school careers with
All-Star honors.
Thirty-five of the top high school
seniors from Florida met their counterparts from Georgia in the Florida-Georgia VIII High School All Star Football
game June 20.
Florida's representatives now lead
the series with a record of 4-3-1 ·after
defeating the Georgia All Stars 23-7.
It was not an easy task.
The first half held problems for the
Florida offense, which only managed to
convert one of eight third downs. However, Georgia's luck was no better as
they fumbled the ball on Florida's fiveyard line on one play.
The big play of the first half came
late in the first quarter when Mike
Higgins from Carrollton High School
returned a punt 42 yards to put Georgia on Florida's nine yard line.
Using such good field position, quarterback Rodney Hudson hit Miliian
Williams for a touchdown.
Parks Hughes kick was good for the
point-after-touchdown and Georgia was
up by-seven.
The second half was a different game
for the Florida team.

Three of the players who played on
the Florida All Star team are soon to be
UCF Knights.
Alex Galvez, Greg Harper, and Taros
Mack are preparing to don the blackand-gold next fall.
Galvez, a 6-foot, 295-pound graduate of Columbus High School in Miami,
will be coming to UCF as a center. He
earned All-Dade County and All-State
first team honors as a senior and was
named Columbus' Outstanding Offensive Lineinan.
Harper, standing at 6 feet 3 inches
and 275 lbs., hails from Gainesville's
Buchholz High School and is both an allarea and a}l-state· player. An offensive
lineman, he was on 1990's State 4A
Championship team at Buchholz.
Mack is from Edgewater High School
in Orlando. He was the top defensive
player on the Class 4Asemi-finalist team
and all-state first team honoree. He plays

Fullback Marvin Davis (#45) recovers a loose ball after running back
Bayfus McCoy (#1) fumbled in the first quarter. (Michaa10eHoog1FuruRE)
The defense played a key role in
stopping Georgia and setting up the
offense. First, Travis Sherman caused
a fumble, but the Florida offense could
not capitalize on this defensive effort
and turned the ball back over to the
Georgia team.
Then, the Florida defense rushed
the kicker to block the next Georgia
punt, a move which put Florida on the
Georgia 42.
Quarterback Tommie Frazier connected on two passes in short order and
then found Johnny Church in the
endzone for the first Florida score.
The fourth quarter began with a
fiel~ goal by Sean Liss and another

lineb~cker.

All three are looking forward to attending school and playing for UCF. It
will be determined after fall practice
whether ornot each player will play or be
red-shirted his freshman year.
"It feels great to play on my future
home field," Galvez said.
"I didn't plan on going to UCF until
after my visit there," Harper said. "I'm
glad we won today and I plan on winning
a lot more at UCF."

l

Mackey, who was playing despite an
injured
wrist, scored the final goal off an
STAFF REPORTER
I)
assist by Ian Gill.
The Lions are 7-1, which puts them in
The Orlando Li~ns derailed the
Gwinnett County Steamers Friday second place in the Southeast division of
the United States Interregional Soccer -;
night 4-1.
Lions' fullback Mike McAvoy led a League. The division consists of seven
teams from Florida, Geordefensive game, clearingthe
gia and Tennessee.
ball downfield and setting
The overall standings
up several break away atare decided on a point
·tempts for the forward line.
The crossfield play finally
system. A team receives
six points for a win in
paid off just before halftime
regulation, zero for a loss,
when defender Dylan Lewis
four for a shootout win
found Azziz Essafi, who shot
and two for a shootout '
the ball past Steamer goalloss, and one bonus point
keeper Scott Rogers and put
for each goal up to three
the Lions up by one.
per game, win or lose. ~ ,
Orlando goalkeeper WarThe Lions are two points
ren Russ made some big
MACKEY
behind the first place
saves and denied Gwinnett
Boca Raton Sabers, but the win and the /
County any score before the half.
The second halfwas more ofan offensive goals from Friday's game will help the
game for Orlando. Sheldon Lee lead the point standing.
Mackey was pleased with his perfor- 1
attack and gave the Lions several close
shots, which Rogers nudged outside of the mance and happy with the victory.
"I'm very pleased we won," he said,
net. Paul Holmes assisted Lee in scoringhis
eighth goal ofthe season, which ties him for ''but disappointed we got scored on."
Russ was equally pleased with the (•
the league lead.
The Lions rallied behind Lee's goal win and the fact that he had not given up
and kept Gwinnett's defense on the move any goals.
"They [the Steamers] were resilient," <
and Rogers busy. Kirk Mackey subbed
into the game after Lee's goal and imme- Russ observed. "They play as hard as
diately scored, putting the lions up 3-0. they can."
.
The next game is at home for the
The Steamers counter-attacked and
pushed a ball past goalkeeper Quinn Lions. They will take on the ChattaO'Sullivan, who was making his debut nooga Railroaders on Friday at 7:45 p.m.
at University High School.
appearance.
by Jenny Duncanson
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